All grant recipients and Wyoming Humanities sponsored programs are required to give credit for supporting your project.

Any promotional material including posters, fliers, advertisements, programs in physical or digital copy must include one of the following credits:

1. Credit line: This program has been made possible through a grant from or partnership with Wyoming Humanities.

2. Wyoming Humanities Logo Credit

This credit line or logo is required for any program or project receiving any grant funds from Wyoming Humanities including Spark, Expansion and Cross-Pollination grant types. The visibility we receive through your giving us credit helps us make our case to our own funders and ensures that we may continue to make funds available in the future. Failure to give to credit may result in reduced consideration for future funds. Any alterations including color, dimensions or anything that may affect the integrity of our logo’s recognition is forbidden. If you require assistance or have questions with the placement or use, contact Josh@ThinkWY.org.

Our goal is to help publicize and advertise all programs in which we are involved to make them as successful as possible - while also doing so as easily as possible and without making this too tedious. It is very important to us that events are integrated into our website for maximum exposure. In order to display your grant programming on our website, we require organizations with social media to create a Facebook event and include Wyoming Humanities as a co-host. This will allow for our website to display your events and share with the Wyoming community. Should you not be able to make an event, we are happy to do it for you.